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QUESTION 1

The following stack trace is written in the error.log file after installing a custom application package. 

What are two different ways that the developer could resolve the OSGi bundle dependency error? (Choose two.) 

A. Install the jar in AEM via the curl command `curl -u username:password -F file=@"./ com.example.customlib-3.8.jar"
-F name="Dependency" -F force=true -F install=true http:// localhost:4502/crx/packmgr/service.jsp --progress-bar -o
upload.txt\\'. 

B. Go to the Dependency Finder in the System Console to find if another bundle is exporting a similar version of the
classes and change the project pom.xml to match the same version. 

C. Create a folder named "deploy" under @AEM_HOME/crx-quickstart/ and copy com.example.customlib3.8.jar in there
so AEM uploads it automatically. 

D. Go to the project parent pom.xml file and add the dependency with scope "compile" and instruct the bundle plugin to
include the dependency in runtime. 

E. Upload the file com.example.customlib-3.8.jar into /apps//libs folder in CRX DE to make it available for the OSGi
bundle. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer is creating templates and/or components using CRXDE Lite. The developer needs to check the files into
source control. 

Which tool should the developer use to achieve this goal? 

A. vlt command 

B. Content Explorer 

C. http://localhost:4502/crx/checkout 

D. mvn command 
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Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/developing/devtools/htvlttool.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer wants to create a Client Library that will only be included on touch enabled devices. 

What action should the developer take to achieve this? 

A. Add the line "#base=touch" to the js.txt and css.txt files in the Client Library Folder. 

B. Create a resource folder called "touch" under the Client Library Folder. 

C. Set the channels property on the Client Library Folder to "touch". 

D. Pass the parameter user-agent=\\'touch\\' when referencing the Client Library. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A developer is installing a content package with the package manager. The developer needs to restrict the approximate
number of nodes in a batch that is saved to persistent storage in one transaction. 

How should the developer modify the number of transient nodes to be triggered until automatic saving? 

A. AEM instances automatically modify the number of transient nodes based on the load balancing. 

B. Modify the export package manifest header and copy the content package to AEM installation folder. 

C. Select the option MergePreserve for the Access Control Handling drop-down in the Install Package dialog-box. 

D. Change the value of Save Threshold in the Install Package dialog-box. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer needs an existing workflow to run only when pages are created under a certain folder? 

What should the developer create to achieve this? 

A. A Launcher with the field exclude that has the value !jcr:nodetype==cq:Page. 

B. A Launcher with the field path pointing to the folder and nodetype field have the value cq:Page. 

C. A Launcher with the field path pointing to the folder and condition field and have the value jcr:content/
jcr:primaryType==cq:Page. 

D. A Launcher with the field condition that has the value jcr:content/page. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

The dependency of an AEM project fails when a developer configures using Apache Maven. Refer to the error
information below. 

What should a developer add to the pom.xml to fix the Maven build? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 7

A developer running a local AEM instance and working on an AEM project needs to change a large number of files
locally in the filesystem. The developer needs to get the changes uploaded to the local AEM instance to verify changes
almost immediately in the browser? 

What action should the developer take to most efficiency meet these requirements? 

A. Access CRXDE and upload the files through the interface. 

B. Make the changes in CRXDE create a content package, download it, and expand it into the working directory after
each change. 

C. Install FileVault bundle in the AEM instance and register the local working directory for synchronization. 

D. Build a Content Package using maven and deploy it after each change. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

A developer creates a Sling Servlet. The Sling Servlet is bound to a path (/service/sling/sample). Refer to the resulting
code below. 

What should the developer do to make the servlet access controlled using the default ACLs? 

A. Use @SlingServletResourceTypes instead of @SlingServletPaths. 

B. Modify @SlingServletPaths(value = {"/bin/sling/sample" }). 

C. Add @SlingServletName(servletName = "AccessControlServlet") annotation. 

D. Add @SlingServletPrefix(value = "/apps") annotation. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://sling.apache.org/documentation/the-sling-engine/servlets.html#caveats-when-bindingservlets-by-
path 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the following Client Library node structure. 
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The js.txt looks like 

The JavaScript is NOT present in the Client Library when it is loaded. What should a developer do to resolve this
issue? 

A. Add #base=js as the first line in the js.txt file. 

B. Change the js folder to a Client Library node and add the property categories="[clientlibs.example]". 

C. Split the js and css into 2 Client Libraries since they can\\'t be in the same Client Library. 

D. Change the js folder to a Client Library node and embed it on the clientlibs node. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which log file should a developer use to search for exception stack traces? 

A. /crx-quickstart/logs/request.log 

B. /crx-quickstart/logs/error.log 

C. /crx-quickstart/logs/access.log 

D. /crx-quickstart/logs/info.log 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A developer wants to consume AEM Page Data in a Single Page Application. The Single Page Application is coded to
understand JSON format. Only page content should be exposed through JSON. All the existing components are based
on foundation components. 

Which change should the developer make in the existing components to support this requirement? 

A. Add JSON as the default extension in Apache Sling Servlet/Split Resolver and Error Handler Configuration. 

B. Invoke the page URL with the extension .json to get the values to construct the required output. 

C. Implement a Sling Model Exporter for the components. 

D. Create a custom sling event handler to handler JSON requests. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

How should a developer configure the replication agent to flush the dispatcher cache for a newly activated page? 

A. Set the serialization type property of the default agent to dispatcher flush. 

B. Create a new replication agent and set transport URI to point to the dispatcher. 

C. Create a dispatcher flush agent in publish instance. 

D. Create a reserve replication agent on the author instance. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/sites/deploying/using/
replication.html#ConfiguringyourReplicationAgents 

 

QUESTION 13

A custom application contains a service component com.proj.ServiceComponent. A developer needs to configure the
string value name and integer value intVal. The actual configuration must be deployed using a content package. 

What should the developer do to meet these requirements? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 14

A developer creates a custom component. The component dialog includes the following two fields: The component
should display the first `X\\' characters of the text entered in the `text\\' input where `X\\' is the number entered in the
`charLimit\\' input. If zero, or no value, is entered in the `charLimit\\' input then the text should be unaltered. The
developer creates the following Sling Model to perform the trancation: 
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A Null Pointer Exception occurs if NO charLimit values is set in the component dialog. What should the developer do to
resolve this issue? 

A. Replace the defaultValue="0" attribute of the `charLimit\\' field in the dialog with min="0". 

B. Add the @Default annotation to the `chatLimit\\' variable in the Sling Model. 

C. Replace the defaultValue="0" attribute of the charLimit field in the dialog with defaultValue="{Long}0". 

D. Change the defaultInjectionStrategy of the Truncation Sling Model to DefaultInjectionStrategy.REQUIRED. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 15

A developer is writing Java code using the Sling API that needs to work with the JCR directly. The code 

needs to obtain a Session object. 

A service user named "reposervice" may be mapped outside the code. 

Which two methods could a developer use to obtain a Session without using a deprecated API? (Choose 

two.) 

A. Option A 
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B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D E. Option E 

Correct Answer: AC 
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